Chapter Ceremony Team Coup

All of the requirements for this Coup MUST be completed as an Arrowman. While earning this coup, a member must have been current with their Tamegonit Lodge dues.

The Chapter Ceremony Team Coup, a yellow wooden bead, is awarded to Arrowmen who serve as part of a Chapter’s active Ceremony Team within Tamegonit Lodge, performing and/or supporting various ceremonies conducted by their Chapter Ceremony Team.

The coups are presented for performing in three (3) Chapter-level ceremonies, supporting a Chapter OA Callout Ceremony, Troop OA Callout Ceremony or a Cub Scout Crossover Ceremony and participating in at least three team practices or activities within a 12-month period.

This is an informational document and is not an application that is turned in at the Naish Trading Post. These coups should be obtained from the Lodge Ceremony Team Advisor or by the Chapter Advisor and presented to Arrowmen when they are earned.